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  This version of Raisin Hangman should include the following files:

               -- raishang.exe   : the main program
      -- topten.txt     : high scores file
      -- raishang.doc   : this file-- documentation
      -- readme.txt     : standard ASCII file

 
  About Raisin Hangman 1.00a:

       Raisin Hangman was written as a twist on the original, standard hangman game.  As     the creator 
of the Raisins!! Home Page, I thought it was high time that someone stepped forward to advocate 
Raisins' rights... (yes, they're being persecuted everywhere!)  It is up to you to free the raisins from 
their present bondage.  Simply solve the puzzle in 6 guesses or less and score big points, as well as set 
the poor raisin free!  The idea is simple; some of the puzzles are not... at any rate, try your best to save 
the raisin's life!
        Raisin Hangman will run on any Windows 3.11 or Windows '95 machine with vbrun300.dll 
present; it requires at least a 386 processor and 4 megs of memory, though a Pentium 100 with 8 megs 
is recommended.

  What is the difference between version 1.00a and 1.00b?

         Version 1.00a of Raisin Hangman is the shareware version, whilst 1.00b is the registered 
version.  You may use Raisin Hangman for a trial period of 21 days; if you decide you would like to 
keep the program, you must register it.  Registering offers a slew of benefits and is extremely easy.  
Simply hit the print button found on the opening screen and About Raisin Hangman screen... fill out 
the printed order form and attach a check for $4.00* payable to Brady Fopma-- simple!

  What are the benefits of registering?

         Registering removes the annoying "nag" screen, as well as adds numerous more words.  There 
are less than 200 words in the shareware version.  To find out more advantages of registering, see the 
Top Ten Reasons to Register listed on the program's help screen.

    Where can I get help, send comments, or just plain get in touch with the author?

          You can contact me via e-mail at brdyfpm@dordt.edu or send snail mail to
                                   
                                                     Brady Fopma
                                                     5013 Fernwood Drive
                                                     Sioux Falls, SD  57110
          



           Visit the official Raisins!! Home Page at http://www.dordt.edu/~brdyfpm  ...click the animated 
raisin and you will be transported to raisin paradise!  (Just make sure to bring along a copy Internet 
Explorer!)

      Disclaimer:

             Brady Fopma and Raisin' Creations hold no responsibility for any harm that this program may 
incur on your computer.  Though it is error-free as far as my knowledge goes and should work fine on 
most systems, you must agree to not hold us liable for any damages that may occur.  If you agree, 
please feel free to use Raisin Hangman for a period of 21 days before registering or deleting the files.  
Feel free to share Raisin Hangman with your friends, upload it to your favorite BBS's, etc., as long as 
the original files are included in their entirity!  Thanks, and enjoy Raisin Hangman!

* Send $4.00 if requesting Raisin Hangman to be sent over the internet   (i.e. via FTP or as an E-mail 
attachment)
    Sent $4.00 + $2.00 S&H ($6.00) if requesting the program to be sent via
  the U.S. Postal service.
    Sorry, no orders out of the contiguous United States; thank you!

The Raisins' home:  http://www.dordt.edu/~brdyfpm
The head Raisin: Brady Fopma : brdyfpm@dordt.edu

   


